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Control of Multiple Impulse-Initiation 
Sites in a Leech Interneuron 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. Several heart interneurons (HN cells) 
of the leech nerve cord have impulse-initia- 
tion sites in every segmental ganglion 
through which their single axons pass. All 
these initiation sites are capable of produc- 
ing rhythmic impulse bursts. However, 
under normal conditions a dominant pri- 
mary initiation site in the ganglion where the 
cell body is located suppresses the activity 
of the other secondary sites. 

2. Hyperpolarization of the primary initia- 
tion site by injected current permits im- 
mediate expression of rhythmic activity by 
a secondary site, usually the one located 
in the next posterior ganglion. 

3. The free-running impulse burst rhythm 
of the primary site is stronger than that of 
the secondary site, having a greater burst 
duration and a tendency toward a higher 
burst frequency. 

4. Bursts of primary-site impulses inter- 
calated into the secondary-site impulse 
burst rhythm have a twofold effect. First, 
early to midway through the secondary- 
site’s burst cycle, they phase delay its im- 
pulse burst rhythm. Second, early in the 
secondary-site’s burst cycle, they tend to 
suppress ongoing impulse bursts, and late in 
the secondary-site’s burst cycle, they tend 
to suppress the next expected impulse burst. 
The amount of burst suppression seen early 
and late in the secondary-site burst cycle 
depends on the burst duration and intra- 
burst impulse frequency of the intercalated 
burst. 

5. The ability of a train of primary-site 
impulse bursts to completely suppress 
secondary-site activity depends on burst 
duration, intraburst impulse frequency, and 
burst period. 

6. Primary-site impulse trains with burst 

parameters close to those of naturally oc- 
curring primary-site bursts completely sup- 
press secondary-site activity. 

7. These results are consistent with the 
notion that the primary-site impulse burst 
rhythm of an HN cell suppresses the ac- 
tivity of its secondary site because, cycle 
by cycle, it delays and/or suppresses the 
next secondary-site burst so that no second- 
ary-site bursts are produced. Dominance of 
the primary site over the secondary site 
is ensured by virtue of the primary-site’s 
stronger impulse burst rhythm. 

INTRODUCTION 

Some central neurons of vertebrates and 
invertebrates have multiple impulse-initi- 
ation sites, which have access to the main 
axon or axons. These initiation sites 
can be located within wholly different 
ganglia (32, 33), different segmental ganglia 
( I I, 12, 30), or different sides of the same 
ganglion (5). They may be associated with 
different, apparently equivalent, dendritic 
branches (17, 18) or with different mo- 
dalities of sensory input (13-15, 23). In 
the case of sensory neurons with central 
cell bodies, they are located on different 
afferent axons (20, 36, 37). In only a few 
cases have studies of these neurons ad- 
dressed the question of how the impulse 
activity of one initiation site influences that 
of another (1, 12, 17, 18, 32, 33, 37). The 
present study concerns the heart inter- 
neurons of the leech and how their multiple 
impulse-initiation sites are controlled by a 
dominant primary-initiation site. 

The central pattern generator for heart- 
beat in the leech, Hirrrcio rm~dicintr1i.r , 
comprises a group of synaptically intercon- 
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netted central neurons, the heart interneu- 
rons, or HN cells. Numerous studies have 
been aimed at elucidating their cellular 
anatomy, electrical properties, and synaptic 
connections (2, 4, 21, 22, 29-31; M. R. 
Shafer and R. L. Calabrese, unpublished 
observations). 

The ventral nerve cord of the leech con- 
sists of a chain of 21 essentially identical 
segmental ganglia, which communicate with 
one another by paired lateral interganglionic 
connectives and an unpaired medial connec- 
tive. These ganglia innervate their respec- 
tive segments via two bilaterally paired 
nerve roots. At either end of the nerve cord 
are constellations of fused ganglia called 
brains. 

Bilaterally paired HN cell bodies have 
been identified on the ventral surface of the 
first seven segmental ganglia of the nerve 
cord (2, 30, 31). Each HN cell pair has 
a unique ganglionic anatomy and possesses 
a posterior-going intersegmental axon 
(M. R. Shafer and R. L. Calabrese, unpub- 
lished observations), which runs in the 
ipsilateral paired connective. Each also 
makes a unique set of synaptic connec- 
tions with other HN cells and heart motor 
neurons or HE cells (2, 29-31). The HE 
cell bodies occur as bilateral pairs on the 
ventral surface of segmental ganglia 3- 19 
( 19) and they receive monosynaptic input 
(usually inhibitory) from HN cells (21, 22, 
30). (The accepted nomenclature for HN 
cells and HE cells indicates the segmental 
ganglion of origin with a number and the 
body side with the letter R or L. Thus, 
cell HE(L, 18) is the left HE cell of the 18th 
(from the front) segmental ganglion. Often, 
the designation of body side is dropped 
when making generalizations). Only four 
pairs of identified HN cells make synaptic 
connections with HE cells, cells HN(3), 
HN(4), HN(6), and HN(7). The connection 
pattern of these HN cells with HE cells 
follows the rule that the HN cell con- 
nects with all ipsilateral HE cells in more 
posterior segmental ganglia (30). In addi- 
tion, cell HN(3) connects with ipsilateral 
cell HE(3) (30). 

The HE cells, which are tonically active 
when their synaptic input is blocked, are 
normally driven into rhythmic impulse 
bursts by rhythmic inhibition from the HN 

cells (4). The HN cells are continuously ac- 
tive in rhythmic impulse bursts, which ap- 
pear to be endogenous in origin (4). 

Each of the cells HN(3), HN(4), HN(6), 
and HN(7) is capable of initiating rhythmic 
impulse bursts in every ganglion through 
which its intersegmental axon passes (30). 
This property is most strikingly illustrated 
when segmental ganglia are surgically 
isolated. The section of HN cell axon within 
the ganglion continues to produce rhyth- 
mic impulse bursts for hours in acutely 
isolated ganglia (30), weeks in isolated 
ganglia placed in tissue culture (34), and 
months in isolated ganglia of otherwise 
intact animals (3). This phenomenon occurs 
regardless of which ganglion is chosen as 
long as it contains the axon of one of the 
HN cells. Normally, all the impulses of cells 
HN(3), HN(4), HN(6), and HN(7) are 
initiated in the segmental ganglion con- 
taining their cell body, all other impulse- 
initiation sites being silent (30). The ac- 
tivity of the impulse-initiation site in the 
ganglion of origin of these HN cells seems 
to suppress the activity of the other po- 
tentially active ganglionic initiation sites. 

METHODS 

Specimens of Hirdo rzwdicindis were pur- 
chased from commercial suppliers and main- 
tained before use in aquaria at ISOC. All ex- 
periments were carried out on isolated nerve 
cord preparations consisting of the head brain 
and at least the first seven segmental ganglia, 
unless otherwise noted. Maintenance of the 
preparations and intracellular recording and cur- 
rent injection were done as described previously 
(16, 29), except that all experiments were done 
at room temperature. 

Normal physiological saline consisted of (in 
mM): NaCI, 115; KCl, 4; CaCl,, 1.8; glucose, 10; 
and HEPES buffer, 10, pH 7.4. Low Cl- physio- 
logical saline consisted of (in mM): Na,SO,, 
58; KZS04, 2; CaCl,, 1.8; glucose, 10; sucrose, 
76; HEPES buffer 10, pH 7.4. 

Within a given segmental ganglion, HE and 
HN cells were identified by the position of their 
cell bodies, by their characteristic impulse burst 
pattern, and by their synaptic connections to 
other neurons of the heartbeat control system. 
Acceptable resting potentials for HE cells and 
HN cells were -40 to -60 mV. This study in- 
cludes recordings from 22 HN cells in 16 different 
preparations. All experiments reported were per- 
formed in at least three different preparations. 
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FIG. 1. Rapid and complete shift in impulse initiation from the primary to a secondary initiation site in an HN 
cell induced by hyperpolarization of the primary site with injected current. A: record showing HE and HN cell 
activity before, during, and after hyperpolarizing current injection through the recording microelectrode. Bl, 2, 
3: time expansion of the corresponding sections of A showing the interval between HN cell impulses and HE 
cell IPSPs. CM: current monitor. 

RESULTS 

Unmusking of a secondary impulse- 
initiation site in an HN cell 

Cells HN(3), HN(4), HN(6), and HN(7) 
normally initiate their rhythmic impulse 
bursts within their ganglion of origin (30). 
Thompson and Stent (30) showed that if one 
of these cells is hyperpolarized by current 
injection into its cell body, the impulse- 
initiation site shifts to a more posterior 
ganglion. The records of Fig. 1 illustrate that 
this phenomenon occurs rapidly, com- 
pletely, and reversibly. At the start of the 
record of Fig. lA, cell HN(L,3) was produc- 
ing its normal impulse burst rhythm. The 
expansion of that part of the record labeled 
1, in Fig. lB,, shows that each impulse in 
cell HN(L,3) is followed by an inhibitory 
postsynaptic potential (IPSP) in cell HE(L, 
4) after a delay of approximately 25 ms. 
The HN cell-to-HE cell synaptic delay is 
2-4 ms (21, 30) and the HN cell inter- 
ganglionic conduction time is 20-40 ms (30). 
Thus, the observed delay can be understood 
as the sum of the interganglionic conduc- 
tion time and the synaptic delay, and it 
indicates that the impulses were initiated in 

the ganglion of origin of the HN cell, i.e., 
the third ganglion. Indeed, all the impulses 
recorded in this cell in the absence of in- 
jected current were initiated at the cell’s 
“primary” initiation site in the third gan- 
glion. About midway through the record of 
Fig. lA, a hyperpolarizing current was 
injected into the HN(L,3) cell body via the 
recording microelectrode, yet the cell con- 
tinued to produce rhythmic impulse bursts 
without skipping a burst. The expansion of 
that part of the record labeled 2, in Fig. lBB, 
shows that each impulse in cell HN(L,3) 
is preceded by an IPSP in cell HE(L,4), with 
a lead time of approximately 18 ms. This 
lead time can be understood as the inter- 
ganglionic conduction time minus the 
synaptic delay and indicates that the im- 
pulses were initiated in a more posterior 
ganglion than the third. Indeed, all the im- 
pulses recorded in cell HN(L,3) during the 
injected current were initiated at a “second- 
ary” impulse-initiation site in a ganglion 
more posterior to the one containing the 
primary site. Toward the end of the record 
of Fig. lA, the injected current pulse was 
terminated, and impulse initiation in cell 
HN(L,3) returned immediately to the 
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primary site. The expansion of that part of 
the record labeled 3 in Fig. l&, again shows 
the delay of 25 ms from cell HN(L,3) im- 
pulse to cell HE(L,4) IPSP, which indicates 
primary-site activity. The secondary initia- 
tion site whose activity was observed fol- 
lowing hyperpolarization of the primary site 
must be located in a more posterior ganglion 
because hyperpolarization, similar to that 
used in the experiment of Fig. 1, of HN 
cells in isolated ganglia led to complete 
cessation of impulse activity. 

The rapidity with which impulse initia- 
tion can be shifted to a secondary site 
by hyperpolarization of the primary site 
indicates that the secondary sites are poised 
for activity, but are suppressed cycle by 
cycle by the primary-site impulse burst 
rhythm. Conversely, the rapidity with 
which the impulse burst rhythm of the 
secondary sites can be suppressed when the 
primary site is allowed to operate indicates 
that it is highly susceptible to suppression 
by primary-site activity. 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, it is possible 
to determine whether the impulses in an HN 
cell are initiated at the primary or second- 
ary site simply by noting the interval be- 
tween the HN cell’s impulses and the IPSPs 
it evokes in the next posterior ipsilateral 
HE cell. This method was employed through- 
out this study. However, the method does 
not specify in which ganglion, posterior to 
the one containing the primary site, the ac- 
tive secondary site resides. 

When truncated nerve cord preparations 
consisting of two ganglia were used, I could 
be sure that hyperpolarization of the HN 
cell in the anteriormost ganglion resulted 
in activity of its secondary site located in 
the next posterior ganglion. Even when 
truncated nerve cords were not used, it was 
often possible to determine the location of 
an HN cell’s active secondary initiation site 
by recording from progressively more pos- 
terior ipsilateral HE cells. For example, 
if the interval between impulses recorded 
in the HN cell body and IPSPs recorded 
in the ipsilateral HE cell two ganglia pos- 
terior was on the order of 0 ms, then the im- 
pulses were initiated midway between the 
two recording points, i.e., in the next 
posterior ganglion. 

Using the above methods, I have deter- 
mined that under normal conditions the pri- 

mary site in the ganglion of origin was the 
only active initiation site in cells HN(3), 
HN(4), HN(6), and HN(7). Hyperpolariza- 
tion of the primary site allowed a secondary 
site to become active, and usually this site 
was located in the next posterior ganglion to 
the ganglion of origin. More importantly, 
with these methods I have determined that 
only one secondary site becomes active 
when the primary site is rendered inac- 
tive, although secondary initiation sites 
exist in every ganglion through which an HN 
cell’s intersegmental axon passes (30). Be- 
cause only one secondary site is active in the 
absence of primary-site activity, the second- 
ary sites of an HN cell are considered 
collectively in this study. 

Two lines of indirect evidence indicate 
that the impulse burst rhythmns of the 
secondary initiation sites of cells HN(3), 
HN(4), HN(6), and HN(7) are endogenous 
in origin, as are those of their primary 
initiation sites (3). First, the impulse burst 
rhythms of their secondary initiation sites 
persisted in physiological saline in which 
~95% of the Cl- is substituted by SO,? 
Such solutions are known to block the in- 
hibitory synaptic interactions among HN 
cells (4). Second, the impulse burst rhythms 
of their secondary initiation sites persisted 
in isolated ganglia where no known synaptic 
interaction occurs among HN cells (30, 3 1; 
unpublished observations). 

All further reference to HN cells in this 
report is limited to cells HN(3), HN(4), 
HN(6), and HN(7). 

Since under normal conditions the 
secondary-site impulse burst rhythm of an 
HN cell is not expressed while that of the 
primary site is, it seems reasonable to hy- 
pothesize that some feature of the primary- 
site impulse burst rhythm allows it to sup- 
press the activity of the secondary site. 
With this hypothesis in mind, a comparison 
of the free-running impulse burst rhythms of 
the primary and secondary sites of four HN 
cells from four different animals was made 
(Table I). Three different burst parameters 
were measured: 1) burst period-the time 
between the first impulse of one burst and 
the first impulse of the next burst; 2) burst 
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TABLE 1. Comparison of free-running impulse burst rhythms of primary and 
secondary initiations sites in four HN cells 

Expt Cell Site Burst Period, s Burst Duration, s 
Intraburst Impulse 

Frequency, Hz 

1. HN(R,3) Primary 7.3 + 0.11 

(20) 

Secondary 7.5 + 0.10 

(21) 

2. HN(L,3) Primary 11.5 + 0.10 
(23) 

Secondary 11.7 * 0.20 
(26) 

3. HN(L,3) Primary 8.8 k 0.13 
(2% 

Secondary 11.4 k 0.24t 
(18) 

4. HN(R,3) Primary 8.5 + 0.06 
(19) 

Secondary 8.3 + 0.08* 

(35) 

5.7 + 0.10 

(21) 

3.1 k 0.07.t 

(21) 

8.2 t 0.12 
(28) 

5.9 !I 0.25-f 
(31) 

6.7 iz 0.14 
(27) 

4.6 ~fr 0.15t 

(22) 

5.5 k 0.05 
(19) 

3.5 + 0.06-t 
(35) 

6.9 f 0.10 

(21) 

7.8 2 0.18-t 

(21) 

4.3 It 0.05 
(28) 

3.0 + 0.09t 
(31) 

7.5 + 0.15 
(27) 

5.8 2 0.14t 
(22) 

6.9 ri 0.12 
(19) 

6.9 + 0.10 
(35) 

Parameter values are averages reported as means * SD. Footnotes indicate a significant difference between 
means for the primary and secondary sites of the same HN cell. Significance levels were determined using the 
appropriate two-tailed t tests after establishing the homogeneity or heterogeneity of variances with an F test. 
Numbers in parentheses are n. * P > 0.05. t P > 0.001. 

duration- the time between the first and 
last impulses of a burst; 3) intraburst im- 
pulse frequency- the number of impulses 
in a burst divided by its burst duration. 

To record the free-running impulse burst 
rhythm of an HN cell’s secondary initiation 
site, the primary site was rendered inactive 
by passing a steady hyperpolarizing cur- 
rent, here called the holding current, into its 
cell body through the recording microelec- 
trode. This procedure was used throughout 
this study to permit expression of secondary- 
site activity. 

Figure 2A shows records of the primary- 
site impulse burst rhythm of cell HN(L,3), 
while Fig. 2B shows records of the second- 
ary-site impulse burst rhythm of the same 
cell. These records show that the secondary- 
site rhythm is weaker than that of the 
primary site, having a shorter burst dura- 
tion and a lower intraburst impulse fre- 
quency. Measurements of these parameters 
for both sites of this cell bear out this ob- 
servation (Table 1, expt 2). 

The data of Table 1 support the following 
conclusions. There is considerable varia- 

tion in the impulse burst rhythms of both 
primary and secondary sites from cell to 
cell. In every case, however, the primary- 
site impulse burst duration was consider- 
ably greater than that of the secondary site 
(Table 1). In 50% of the cells the intraburst 
impulse frequency was also greater for the 
primary site than for the secondary site 
(Table 1, expt 2 and 3). Burst period was 
not usually significantly different between 
sites for the same cell but when it was 
(Table 1, expt 3) the burst period of the 
secondary site was considerably greater 
than that of the primary site. 

The intraburst impulse frequency of the 
primary sites shown in Table 1 is some- 
what deceiving. Primary-site impulse bursts 
start and end with low impulse frequencies. 
The intraburst impulse frequency of the cen- 
tral 4 s in a primary-site impulse burst 
often exceeded 10 Hz. The intraburst im- 
pulse frequency of the secondary sites 
shown in Table 1 is more reliable because 
secondary-site impulse bursts were more 
uniform in frequency. 

The above analysis is consistent with the 
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FIG. 2. A comparison of the free-running primary- and secondary-site impulse burst rhythm\ of an HN cell. 
A: primary-site impulse burst rhythm. B: secondary-site impulse burst rhythm. The recordofB was made while 
0.5 nA of hyperpolarizing current was passed through the recording microelectrode. 

notion that the primary site of an HN cell 
suppresses the activity of its secondary 
site by virtue of its “stronger” impulse 
burst rhythm. Burst duration and, to a lesser 
extent, burst frequency appear to be most 
important in this context. 

Impulse bursts from primary initiation 
site alter secondary-site impulse 
burst rhythm 

A series of experiments were undertaken 
in which bursts of primary initiation site 
impulses were intercalated into the ongoing 
secondary-site impulse burst rhythm of an 
HN cell. The choice of burst duration and 
intraburst impulse frequency for these 
intercalated bursts were dictated by two 
considerations, similarity to free-running 
primary-site burst parameters and ease of 
production. The primary sites of HN cells 
adapt to prolonged injected currents, 
whether constant or pulsatile. Thus, to 
produce prolonged impulse bursts, large 
currents had to be used, leading to high 
initial impulse frequencies, electrode 
blockage, and cell damage. The method 
finally chosen minimized these problems, 
but did not always yield realistic intra- 
burst impulse frequencies or burst dura- 

tions. Depolarizing current pulses of 0.2- 
1.2 nA and 2.0-4.4 s in duration were in- 
jected into the HN cell body, while a steady 
hyperpolarizing holding current of 0.4-0.5 
nA was maintained to allow expression of 
the secondary-site impulse burst rhythm. 
These current pulses gave rise to primary- 
site impulse bursts, with average intraburst 
impulse frequencies of 7-23 Hz and burst 
durations of 2.0-4.4 s. (Because there was 
variability in intraburst impulse frequency 
from pulse to pulse even though current was 
held constant, the intraburst impulse fre- 
quencies reported for intercalated bursts 
represent averages over several pulses.) 
These intercalated burst parameters should 
be compared to those presented for primary 
initiation sites in Table I. The object of the 
above-described experiments was to as- 
certain what effect primary-site impulse 
bursts have on the secondary-site impulse 
burst rhythm. 

The records of Fig. 3 are from an experi- 
ment using the same cell as expt 3, Table I, 
in which primary-site impulse bursts were 
intercalated into an ongoing secondary-site 
rhythm (as described above) at various 
times during its impulse burst cycle. These 
records clearly demonstrate that the later 
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an intercalated burst occurs in the second- 
ary-site impulse burst cycle, the longer the 
next two secondary-site impulse bursts will 
be delayed. There is also an apparent tend- 
ency for the next secondary-site impulse 
burst to be weakened. To quantify the ef- 
fect of intercalated primary-site impulse 
bursts on the secondary-site impulse burst 
rhythm, the shift in the next secondary- 
site burst’s timing following an inter- 
calated burst was expressed as PI-phase 
shift (24). PI-phase shift was defined as 
(P - PO)/PO, where PO and P, are, respec- 
tively, the secondary-site burst period pre- 
ceding the intercalated burst and the 

secondary-site burst period encompassing 
the intercalated burst, and are measured as 
shown in Fig. 3B. The position of the pri- 
mary-site intercalated burst in the second- 
ary-site impulse burst cycle was expressed 
as stimulus phase. Stimulus phase was de- 
fined as T,IPo, where T, is the time of oc- 
currence of the intercalated burst within the 
secondary-site impulse burst cycle and is 
measured as shown in Fig. 3B. The burst 
period of the secondary-site impulse burst 
rhythm is fairly constant, having a standard 
deviation within 9% of the mean in four dif- 
ferent HN cells where it was measured 
(Table 1). Therefore, the use of the second- 
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FIG. 3. Intercalated primary-site impulse bursts reset the secondary-site impulse burst rhythm in HN cells. 
Panels A, B, C: primary-site impulse burst intercalated early, midway, and late in the secondary-site impulse 
burst rhythm, respectively. Arrows indicate the expected starting times of the next two secondary-site bursts 
in each panel, based on the secondary-site impulse burst period preceding the intercalated burst period, i.e., P,,. 
Brackets indicate how T,, PO, P,, and PZ are measured. Intercalated bursts had an average intraburst impulse fre- 
quency of 16.0 Hz and burst duration of 4.2 s. A steady hyperpolarizing holding current of 0.5 nA was maintained 
throughout the experiment. Not all secondary-site impulses invade the HN cell body completely. Failure of 
impulses to invade the cell body accounts for the variation in secondary-site impulse amplitude noticeable in 
these records and those of subsequent figures. CM: current monitor. 
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FIG. 4. Phase-response curves for an experiment of the type illustrated in Fig. 3. A : P,-phase-response curve. 
B: P,-phase-response curve. Data for both curves derive from the same experimental trials that employed the 
same HN cell recorded in Fig. 3. Intercalated bursts had an average intraburst impulse frequency of 9.9 Hz and a 
burst duration of 4.3 s. A steady hyperpolarizing holding current of 0.5 nA was maintained throughout the 
experiment. N is the number of data points in each graph. Lines represent a least-squares fit to data. 

ary-site burst period preceding the primary- 
site intercalated burst as a normalizing 
factor seems justified. 

The graph of Fig. 4 shows the relation- 
ship between PI-phase shift and stimulus 
phase (P,-phase-response curve) (24) for an 
experiment like that of Fig. 3 done on the 
same cell, bu t using sligh tly different inter- 
calate d burst parameters. There appears to 
be a linear relationship between these 
variables: the delay of the next secondary- 
site impulse burst following the intercalated 
burst is di rectly prop0 rtional to the ti me be- 
tween the intercalated burst and the s econd- 
ary-site impulse burst preceding the inter- 
calated burst. 

To d etermi ne whether the phase delay 
noted above is a true phase shift in the 
secondary-site i mpulse burst rhythm or a 
single-cycle aberration, a P,-phase shift was 
determined, i.e., the phase shift maintained 
beyond the period encompassing the inter- 
calated burst. P,-phase shift was defined 
as ((PI + P2) - 2P,)/P,, where P, and P,, 
have their previously defined values and PZ 
is the secondary-site burst period following 

the P, burst period and is measured as 
shown in Fig. 3B. The relationship of P2- 
phase shift to stimulus phase, which had its 
previously defined value (P,-phase-response 
curve), was then determined. The graph of 
Fig. 4B shows these variables are linearly 
related and that their regression line is 
nearly identical to that describing the rela- 
tionship of PI-phase shift and stimulus 
phase, except that there is more scatter of 
the points about the regression line. Such an 
increase in scatter is to be expected because 
the period of the secondary-site impulse 
burst rhythm is somewhat variable. Sta- 
tistical tests show that the regression lines 
of Fig. 4A and B cannot be distinguished 
as to slope (P % 0.1) or y-axis intercept 
(P % 0.1). It seems reasonable to conclude 
that primary-site impulse bursts have a sus- 
tained resetting effect on the secondary- 
site impulse burst rhythm: they delay the 
next and all subsequent secondary-site im- 
pulse bursts. However, such a conclusion 
only applies for the primary-site burst 
duration and intraburst impulse frequency 
and the preparation chosen. For some HN 
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FIG. 5. Intercalated primary-site impulse bursts with three different burst durations affect the secondary-site 
impulse burst rhythm in HN cells differently. The primary-site bursts were intercalated early, midway, and late 
in the secondary-site impulse burst cycle and had burst durations of 2.1, 3.2, and 4.2 s in A, B, and C, respec- 
tively. A steady hyperpolarizing holding current of 0.5 nA was maintained throughout the experiment and al- 
though constant-current pulses were used to generate the intercalated bursts, their average intraburst impulse 
frequency varied slightly, being 22.8,22.1, and 21.8 Hz inA,B, and C, respecttvely. Arrows indicate the expected 
starting times of the next three secondary-site impulse bursts in each record, based on measurements of P, for 
the record. CM: current monitor. 

cells, results of the type presented in Fig. 
4 could only be obtained if higher inter- 
calated intraburst impulse frequencies were 
used, but in all cells tested there was some 
combination of intercalated burst duration 
and intraburst frequency (within the above 
specified limits) that yielded the described 
results. However, there were also always 
smaller intercalated burst durations and 
lower intraburst impulse frequencies that 
yielded significantly different results. 

The records of Fig. 5 are from an experi- 
ment in which the burst duration of the 
intercalated primary-site impulse burst was 
varied while the current used to generate 
the burst was held constant, yielding fairly 
constant average impulse burst frequencies. 
The records of Fig. 6C show the effect of a 
long-duration (4.2 s) intercalated primary- 
site impulse burst on the secondary-site 
impulse burst rhythm at three different 
stimulus phases. The results, not surpris- 
ingly, are similar to those of Fig. 3. The 
records of Fig. 5A were obtained using a 

considerably smaller intercalated burst 
duration (2.1 s), while those of Fig. 5B were 
obtained using an intermediate intercalated 
burst duration (3.2 s). The records of Fig. 
5A and B demonstrate that the delaying 
effect on the secondary site impulse burst 
rhythm of an intercalated primary-site im- 
pulse burst depends on burst duration. 
Short-duration intercalated bursts have a re- 
duced delaying effect on the next second- 
ary-site impulse burst, especially when 
intercalated late in the secondary-site 
impulse burst cycle. Furthermore, when 
short-duration primary-site impulse bursts 
were intercalated early in the secondary- 
site impulse burst cycle, the secondary-site 
impulse burst continued after termination 
of the intercalated burst (Fig. 5A and B), 
unlike when long-duration intercalated 
bursts were used (Fig. 6C). 

The records of Fig. 5 indicate that the 
greater the duration of an intercalated 
primary-site impulse burst, the shorter and 
lower in impulse frequency will be the next 
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FIG. 6. Intercalated primary-site impulse bursts with two different average intraburst impulse frequencies 
affect the secondary-site impulse burst rhythm in HN cells differently. The primary-site bursts were inter- 
calated early, midway, and late in the secondary-site impulse burst cycle and had average intraburst impulse 
frequencies of I I .9 and 20.7 Hz in A and B, respectively. A steady hyperpolarizing holding current of 0.5 nA was 
maintained throughout the experiment and the intercalated burst duration held constant at 7.3 s. Arrows in- 
dicate the expected starting times of the next three secondary-site impulse bursts in each record, based on meas- 
urements of P,, for the record. In these records many of the secondary-site impulses fail to invade the HN cell 
body. Records were from the same HN cell recorded in Fig. 5. CM: current monitor. 

secondary-site impulse burst when the inter- 
calated burst occurs late in the secondary- 
site impulse burst cycle. Thus, when long 
intercalated bursts are used, as in Fig. .5C, 
the next expected secondary-site impulse 
burst is completely suppressed. Hence, an 
apparent delay in the secondary-site im- 
pulse burst rhythm is noted because only 
the secondary-site impulse bursts following 
the suppressed one are observed. 

The records of Fig. 6 are from an experi- 
ment using the same cell as that of Fig. 5 in 
which the intraburst impulse frequency of 
the intercalated primary-site impulse burst 
was varied by varying the intensity of the 
current used to generate it while its burst 
was held constant. The records of Fig. 7B 
show the effect of a primary-site impulse 
burst with a high average intraburst im- 
pulse frequency (20.7 Hz) on the secondary- 
site impulse burst rhythm at three differ- 
ent stimulus phases. The results are again, 
not surprisingly, similar to those of Fig. 3. 

The records of Fig. 6A were obtained us- 
ing an intercalated burst with a considerably 
lower average intraburst impulse frequency 
(11.9 Hz) than used in Fig. 6B. The records 
of Fig. 6A demonstrate that the delaying 
effect on the secondary-site impulse burst 
rhythm of an intercalated primary-site im- 
pulse burst depends on intraburst impulse 
frequency. Low-frequency intercalated 
bursts have a reduced delaying effect on 
the next secondary-site impulse burst, espe- 
cially when intercalated late in the second- 
ary-site impulse burst cycle. Furthermore, 
when low-frequency primary-site impulse 
bursts are intercalated early in the second- 
ary-site impulse burst cycle, the secondary- 
site impulse burst continues after termina- 
tion of the intercalated burst (Fig. 6A), un- 
like when high-frequency intercalated 
bursts are used (Fig. 6B). The records of 
Fig. 6 indicate that the delaying effect of 
a high-frequency primary site impulse burst 
intercalated late in the secondary-site im- 
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pulse burst cycle is only apparent: it results 
solely from suppression of the next ex- 
pected secondary-site impulse burst. 

A quantitative assessment of the reset- 
ting effect of short burst duration and low 
intraburst impulse frequency primary-site 
impulse bursts on the secondary-site im- 
pulse burst rhythm lends support to the no- 
tion that primary-site impulse bursts of 
longer burst duration and/or higher intra- 
burst impulse frequency intercalated late in 
the secondary-site impulse burst cycle have 
an apparent delaying effect, because they 
suppress the next expected secondary-site 
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impulse burst. Figure 7A and C shows 
graphs of the relationship of PI-phase 
shift to stimulus phase for experiments of 
the type illustrated in Figs. 5A and 6A, 
respectively. 

The graphs of Fig. 7A and C show that 
during roughly the first half of the second- 
ary-site impulse burst cycle, the primary- 
site impulse bursts have a delaying effect. 
However, approximately midway through 
the secondary-site impulse burst cycle, this 
delaying effect suddenly vanishes, only to 
reappear again still later in the cycle. ktill, 
the delaying effect seen late in the impulse 
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FIG. 7. Phase-response curves for experiments of the type illustrated in Fig. 5A in A and B, and Fig. 6A in C 
and D. A and B: P,- and P,-phase-response curves, respectively. Data from both curves derive from the same 
experimental trials. Intercalated bursts had an average intraburst impulse frequency of 13.6 Hz and a burst dura- 
tion of 2.1 s. A steady hyperpolarizing holding current of 0.4 nA was maintained throughout the experiment. 
C and D: P,- and P,-phase-response curves, respectively. Data from both curves derive from the same ex- 
perimental trials that employed the same HN cell and intercalated burst parameters and holding current as in 
A. N is the number of data points in each graph. 
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burst cycle never matches that seen when 
high-frequency and/or long-duration inter- 
calated bursts are used (cf. Fig. 4A). In 
fact, the delaying effect of the primary- 
site impulse bursts observed toward the end 
of the secondary-site impulse burst cycle, 
as seen in Fig. 7A and C, is only ap- 
parent: it appears merely because the next 
secondary-site burst following the inter- 
calated burst cannot be observed to start 
until the intercalated burst is over. This 
statement is supported by plots of P,- 
phase shift versus stimulus phase for the 
same data as Fig. 7A and C, shown in Fig. 
7B and D, respectively. Throughout ap- 
proximately the second half of the second- 
ary-site impulse burst cycle, low-frequency 
and/or short-duration primary-site impulse 
bursts have a strong tendency to phase 
advance the secondary-site impulse burst 
rhythm, as indicated by the negative values 
of the P,-phase shift. This phase advance 
is sustained over several cycles (Figs. 5 and 
6) and, thus, is a true phase shift. 

I obtained the data of both Fig. 4 and Fig. 
7C and D from experiments employing 
similar intercalated burst parameters but 
different cells. Although similar intercalated 
bursts were used, the experiments yielded 
two very different sets of phase-response 
curves. Thus, the types of phase-response 
curves obtained depend not only on the 
intercalated burst parameters, but also on 
the individual characteristics of the HN 
cells. However, it was always possible to 
obtain both types of phase-response curves, 
as exemplified by Fig. 4 and Fig. 7C and 
D, respectively, from any given HN cell 
simply by varying the intercalated burst 
parameters. Since the intercalated burst 
parameters used in the experiments of Fig. 
4 and Fig. 7C and D were both close to 
those of naturally occurring primary-site im- 
pulse bursts (Table 1), it was impossible to 
make a priori judgements about which type 
of phase-response curves naturally occur- 
ring primary-site impulse bursts would 
produce. 

The results presented in this section sup- 
port the conclusion that primary-site im- 
pulse bursts have a twofold effect on the 
secondary-site impulse burst rhythm: first, 
they reset the secondary-site impulse burst 
rhythm by phase delaying early in the 

secondary-site burst cycle and phase ad- 
vancing late in the secondary-site burst 
cycle; second, early in the secondary-site 
burst cycle they tend to suppress the 
ongoing secondary-site burst, and late in the 
secondary-site burst cycle they tend to 
shorten and weaken the next secondary-site 
impulse burst. If the primary-site bursts are 
of sufficient duration and frequency, they 
completely suppress the ongoing secondary- 
site impulse burst early in the cycle and the 
next secondary-site impulse burst late in the 
cycle. The latter effect gives rise to apparent 
phase delays in the secondary-site impulse 
burst rhythm. The above conclusions lead to 
the following hypothesis: the impulse burst 
rhythm of an HN cell’s primary impulse- 
initiation site suppresses that of its second- 
ary sites by a combination of suppression 
and phase delay. This suppression depends 
on the primary site having an impulse burst 
rhythm with the proper impulse burst 
duration, intraburst impulse frequency, and 
burst period, so that each ongoing or 
incipient secondary-site impulse burst is 
sufficiently delayed and/or suppressed so 
that it is never expressed. 

Twins of primary initilr tion site 
impulse bursts in on HN cell cwn 
pcrrticrlly or totcrllv suppress nctibitv - 4 
of its secondary sites 

The experiments described in this sec- 
tion all employ the same basic paradigm. 
The activity of an HN cell’s primary initia- 
tion site was suppressed by injecting a 
steady hyperpolarizing current (holding 
current) through the recording microelec- 
trode, thereby permitting expression of the 
secondary-site impulse burst rhythm. 
Trains of primary-site depolarizing cur- 
rent pulses were then injected through 
the recording microelectrode. The burst 
parameters of the primary-site impulse burst 
trains were then manipulated to determine 
the conditions that lead to suppression of 
the secondary-site rhythm. 

The records of Fig. 8A are from an ex- 
periment in which the burst duration of the 
primary-site impulse burst train was varied 
while its burst period and the injected cur- 
rent were held constant. (Constant-current 
pulses yield impulse bursts with similar 
intraburst impulse frequencies.) At the be- 
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FIG. 8. The ability of a train of primary-site impulse bursts to completely suppress secondary-site activity in 
an HN cell depends on burst duration (A ), intraburst impulse frequency (B), and burst period (C). A steady 
hyperpolarizing holding current of 0.4 nA was maintained throughout each experiment. A: burst duration was 
varied from 4.2 to 2.0 s and back to 4.2 s in the first five, second five, and third five bursts of the primary-site train, 
respectively.The burst period (9.5 s) and injected current were held constant throughout the primary-site train. 
Although constant-current pulses were used to generate the primary-site train, average intraburst impulse fre- 
quency varied somewhat, being 13.0, 14.5 and 13.2 Hz for the first five, second five, and third five bursts of the 
primary-site train, respectively. B: average intraburst impulse frequency was varied from 15.2 to 9.5 Hz and 
back to 17.6 Hz in the first five, second five, and third five bursts of the primary-site train, respectively, by vary- 
ing the injected current. Burst duration (4.4 s) and burst period (9.8 s) were held constant throughout the primary- 
site train. C: the burst period of the primary-site train was varied from 12.6 s, through a single period of 11.4- 
10.0 s, and then back to 12.6 s through a single period of 10.6 s. Burst duration (4.2 s) and injected current were 
held constant throughout the primary-site train. Average intraburst impulse frequency was 12.1 Hz throughout 
the primary-site train. All records are from the same cell recorded in Fig. 3 and expt 3 of Table 1. CM: current 
monitor. 

ginning of the record, the secondary-site 
impulse burst rhythm was fully expressed. 
Soon after the primary-site impulse burst 
train was begun, it suppressed the activity 
of the secondary site. However, as soon as 
the burst duration of the primary-site train 
was reduced (from 4.2 to 2.0 s), rhythmic 
secondary-site activity resumed. Return to 
the original primary-site burst duration 
quickly suppressed secondary-site activity. 
On cessation of the primary-site impulse 
burst train, normal secondary-site rhythmic 
activity resumed. 

The records of Fig. 88 are from an ex- 
periment in which the intraburst impulse 
frequency of the primary-site impulse burst 

train was varied while its burst period and 
burst duration were held constant. At the 
beginning of the record, the secondary- 
site impulse burst rhythm was fully ex- 
pressed. Soon after the primary-site impulse 
burst train began, it suppressed the ac- 
tivity of the secondary site. However, as 
soon as the average intraburst impulse fre- 
quency of the primary-site impulse burst 
train was reduced (from 15.2 to 9.6 Hz), 
rhythmic secondary-site activity resumed. 
Return to near the original average intra- 
burst impulse frequency quickly suppressed 
secondary-site activity. On cessation of the 
primary-site impulse burst train, normal 
secondary-site rhythmic activity resumed. 
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The records of Fig. 8C are from an ex- 
periment in which the burst period of the 
primary-site impulse burst train was varied 
while its burst duration and the injected 
current were held constant. At the beginning 
of the record, the secondary-site impulse 
burst rhythm was fully expressed. After 
the primary-site impulse burst train began, 
activity of the secondary site continued. 
However, when the burst period of the 
primary-site impulse burst train was gradu- 
ally reduced (from 12.5 to 10.0 s, with an 
intervening period of 11.4 s), secondary-site 
activity was suppressed. Return to the 
original primary-site impulse burst period 
(via a 10.6-s period) permitted an immediate 
resumption of rhythmic secondary-site ac- 
tivity. On cessation of the primary-site 
impulse burst train, normal rhythmic 
secondary-site activity continued. 

The results of the above three experi- 
ments indicate that suppression of second- 
ary-site activity by primary-site activity in 
HN cells depends on all three parameters of 
the primary-site impulse burst rhythm: burst 
period, burst duration, and intraburst 
impulse frequency. 

It seems reasonable to ask at this point 
whether alterations in one of these param- 
eters can be compensated for by alterations 
in another. The records of Fig. 9 are from an 
experiment that addresses this question. 
The burst period and average intraburst 
impulse frequency of primary-site impulse 
trains were varied in a compensatory way 
while burst duration was held constant. In 
Fig. 9A the primary-site impulse burst 
train completely suppressed ongoing second- 
ary-site rhythmic activity for its duration 
(burst period, 11.4 s; average intraburst 
impulse frequency, 13.4 Hz). In Figs. 9B, C, 
and D the average intraburst impulse fre- 
quency of the primary-site train was re- 
duced compared to that of Fig. 9A by 
reducing the injected current to the same 
level. (Average interburst frequency was 
8.2, 7.5 and 7.0 Hz in Figs. 9B, C, and D, 
respectively.) In Fig. 9B, the burst period of 
the primary-site train was the same as in 
Fig. 9A, and rhythmic secondary-site ac- 
tivity continued during the train. In Fig. 9C, 
the burst period of the primary-site train 
was reduced compared to that in Fig. 9A (to 
10.9 s), and very weak secondary-site ac- 

tivity continued during the train. In Fig. 9D 
the burst period of the primary-site train 
was reduced still more compared to that in 
Fig. 9A (to 10.3 s), and secondary-site ac- 
tivity was suppressed for the duration of the 
train. Other experiments (not illustrated), in 
which primary-site impulse burst train 
parameters - burst duration with intra- 
burst impulse frequency and burst duration 
with burst period -were covaried, gave 
similar results. Within reasonable limits the 
primary-site impulse burst parameters can 
compensate for one another in effecting sup- 
pression of secondary-site activity. The ac- 
tual extents of these limits were not ex- 
plored as they extended into wholly un- 
physiological parameter values. 

The record of Fig. 9D takes on special 
significance in light of the fact that the 
burst parameters of the primary-site impulse 
burst train are very similar to those for the 
naturally occurring primary-site impulse 
burst rhythm (cf. Table 1, expt 3). The burst 
duration used was somewhat smaller and 
the burst period somewhat larger than that 
observed for the free-running primary-site 
rhythm. However, both these differences 
should lessen the ability of the primary- 
site train to suppress secondary-site activity 
compared to the naturally occurring primary- 
site rhythm. Thus, the naturally occurring 
primary-site impulse burst rhythm pos- 
sesses the appropriate burst parameters 
to insure suppression of secondary-site 
activity. 

Why doesn’t secondary-site impulse 
burst rhythm suppress that of 
primary site? 

If one assumes that both the primary and 
secondary initiation sites of an HN cell are 
equally susceptible to suppression by im- 
pulse bursts, then dominance of one over 
the other should depend on which has the 
stronger impulse burst rhythm. According 
to this notion, the primary-site rhythm 
should always be expressed under normal 
conditions because it has a greater burst 
duration and a tendency toward a greater 
burst frequency than the secondary-site 
rhythm. Yet, the above assumption may be 
incorrect. I have tried to suppress primary- 
site activity with antidromic impulses 
elicited by electrically stimulating the HN 
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cell’s intersegmental axon. Even when burst 
durations and intraburst impulse fre- 
quencies greater than, and burst periods 
smaller than those of the primary site were 
used, complete suppression of all primary- 
site activity did not occur. Thus, not only 
is the primary initiation site rhythm stronger 
than that of the secondary site, but it 
appears also to be less susceptible to sup- 
pression, thereby ensuring its dominance. 

Coactivity of the primary and secondary 
sites of an HN cell was never observed 

under normal conditions and only rarely ob- 
served during hyperpolarization of the 
primary site. In these few cases, the first few 
impulses in a burst were from the primary 
site, while the remaining impulses were 
from the secondary site. The usual quick 
transition from total dominance of the 
primary site to total dominance of the 
secondary site, as shown in the records of 
Fig. 1, occurred even during gradual hyper- 
polarization of the primary site. These ob- 
servations suggest that the secondary;site 
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FIG. 9. Changes in the burst duration and burst period of a train of primary-site impulse bursts can compensate 
for one another to effect suppression of secondary-site activity in HN cells. A steady hyperpolarizing holding 
current of 0.4 nA was maintained throughout the experiment and burst duration was 4.4 s throughout for all 
primary-site trains. A: burst period was 11.4 s and average intraburst impulse frequency was 13.4 Hz throughout 
the primary-site train. B: burst period was 11.4 s and average intraburst impulse frequency was 8.2 Hz through- 
out the primary-site train. C: burst period was 10.9 s and average intraburst impulse frequency was 7.5 Hz 
throughout the primary-site train. D: burst period was 10.3 s and average intraburst impulse frequency was 
7.0 Hz throughout the primary-site train. The same current was used to generate the primary-site impulse bursts 
of B, C, and D. Records are from the same HN cell recorded in Fig. 8. CM: current monitor. 
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impulse burst rhythm can suppress primary- 
site activity if it is sufficiently weakened 
by hyperpolarization. 

DISCUSSION 

The results presented here are all con- 
sistent with the notion that cells HN(3), 
HN(4), HN(6), and HN(7) of the leech 
nerve cord have multiple endogenously ac- 
tive impulse-initiation sites, which are 
strictly controlled by the activity of a 
dominant primary initiation site, located in 
the ganglion of origin. Repetitive impulse 
bursts from the primary site suppress the 
impulse burst activity of the other, second- 
ary sites. It is very likely that this sup- 
pression is mediated directly by impulses 
and not membrane potential changes asso- 
ciated with primary-site slow-wave activity 
(or injected current in experimentally 
mimicked suppression), since even very 
strong hyperpolarizing currents injected 
into the cell body have little or no discern- 
able effect or secondary-site activity. Thus 
in HN cells the impulse activity of one initia- 
tion site suppresses that of another. 

Two basic phenomena are implicated in 
the suppression of the secondary-site im- 
pulse burst rhythm by that of the primary 
site in HN cells: 2) the phase-response 
characteristics of the HN cell secondary- 
site impulse burst rhythm as illustrated in 
Fig. 7B and D; 2) the ability of primary- 
site impulse bursts to suppress individual 
secondary-site impulse bursts, especially 
late in the secondary-site impulse burst 
cycle. 

The phase-response characteristics il- 
lustrated in Fig. 7B and D are similar to 
those observed in lobster stomatogastric 
PD neurons for excitatory postsynaptic 
potentials (EPSPs) (l), though phase delays 
are less pronounced in the PD neurons. 
As in molluscan neurons (6- 10, 19, 26, 
28, 35), bursting in PD neurons (I) 
derives from an underlying slow wave 
of potential. This slow wave comprises 
a depolarizing phase (slowly inactivating 
inward current (6-8, 26, 35)) and a 
hyperpolarizing phase ( Ca2+-sensitive out- 

ward K+ current (9, 10, 19)) coupled by a 
persistent leak current (27) (which triggers 
the depolarizing phase) and Ca2+ entry dur- 
ing the depolarizing phase (6, 7, 9, 28) 
(which produces the hypolarizing phase). 
The depolarization associated with EPSPs 
is thought to interact directly with the ionic 
conductance that generates the slow wave, 
thereby producing phase delays early in the 
cycle and phase advances later in the cycle 
( 1). Perhaps the depolarizing effect of 
impulses is similar to that of EPSPs, and 
similar mechanisms as above operate in HN 
cells to produce both bursting and the phase- 
response curves of Fig. 7B and D. If the 
above model is correct for HN cells, then it 
is also possible to explain burst suppres- 
sion. A burst of primary site impulses late 
in the secondary-site impulse burst cycle, if 
it were of sufficient duration and impulse 
frequency, could, in addition to phase ad- 
vancing the secondary-site slow wave, sub- 
stitute for the depolarizing phase of the 
slow wave (through Ca2+ entry) in produc- 
ing the hyperpolarizing phase. The end 
result would be that no secondary-site im- 
pulse burst would be produced during that 
cycle of the secondary-site slow wave. 
Similar reasoning can account for burst 
suppression when a primary-site impulse 
burst overlaps an ongoing secondary-site 
burst early in the secondary-site burst cycle. 

Under the above model the phase- 
response curve of the secondary-site slow- 
wave rhythm to primary-site impulse bursts 
is that of Fig. 7B and D. As argued in 
RESULTS, the phase-response curves of 
Fig. 4 result from the superposition of 
impulse burst suppression on this phase- 
response curve. The left upper quadrant 
(LUQ) neurons of Ap/ysiu show a phase- 
response curve similar to that of Fig. 4 for 
rather strong antidromic impulse bursts 
(25). Perhaps in these cells impulse burst 
suppression gives rise to apparent phase 
delays late in the impulse burst, as it does 
in HN cells. 

Whatever mechanisms may be operative, 
it is clear that cycle by cycle the impulse 
bursts of an HN cell’s primary site delay 
and/or suppress those of the secondary site 
sufficiently so they can never be expressed. 
Moreover, by virtue of its stronger impulse 
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burst rhythm (longer burst duration and 
tendency toward a higher burst frequency) 
and lower susceptibility to suppression, the 
primary initiation site is ensured dominance 
over the other sites. 

Interaction between multiple impulse- 
initiation sites in other neurons 

In only a few neurons where the effects of 
activity of one initiation site on that of 
another have been studied have comparable 
phenomena to those described here been 
found. 

Crayfish multisegmental mechanore- 
ceptive interneurons have an impulse- 
initiation site in the ganglion of each seg- 
ment from which they receive sensory input 
(5). A synchronous afferent volley to a par- 
ticular ganglion elicits a burst of impulses 
in these neurons. Most of the impulses are 
initiated in the stimulated ganglion, but 
one or two impulses in the burst are often 
initiated in the next anterior ganglion (5). 
Impulse initiation in one ganglion influences 
impulse initiation in others in two ways. 
First, impulses from one site make the other 
sites refractory. Second, impulses initiated 
at one site can augment initiation at other 
sites by long-lasting depolarizing after- 
potentials (5, 7). Refractoriness of initia- 
tion sites caused by impulses initiated at 
other sites and collision of impulses initiated 
at different sites limit the maximal impulse 
frequency elicited by multisegmental 
stimuli (5, 7). 

The CD2 neuron of the rock lobster 
stomatogastric ganglion has an impulse- 
initiation site in the esophageal ganglion 
as well as in the stomatogastric ganglion 
(23, 24). The stomatogastric site produces 
spontaneous tonic activity, while the 
esophageal site produces phasic impulse 
bursts, which can be spontaneous or evoked 
by electrical stimulation of certain nerves. 
Stomatogastric-site activity completely 
stops during esophageal-site impulse bursts, 
but in some cases simultaneous tonic ac- 
tivity of the two sites has been observed (23, 
24). There is some evidence to suggest 
that phasic activity of the esophageal site 
suppresses that of the stomatogastric site. 
This suppression seems to be impulse 
mediated, since current injected into the cell 
body near the stomatogastric site has no ef- 

fect on the esophageal site (23, 24). The 
CD2 neuron of lobsters resembles the leech 
HN cells in that there is a tendency for 
one of its initiation sites to dominate the 
other. 

Function of multiple impulse sites in 
HN cells 

In neither of the examples cited above 
is such total dominance of the activity of 
one initiation site exerted over the others 
as in HN cells. This observation raises 
the question of what behavioral function, 
if any, the secondary impulse-initiation sites 
of HN cells might fulfill, since their activity 
is constantly being suppressed by the 
primary site. One obvious answer is that 
they exist as a hedge against injury. Second- 
ary initiation sites in severed HN cell 
axons remain viable and functioning for 
many weeks in otherwise intact animals 
(2), thus assuring that the heartbeat motor- 
pattern generator will continue to function. 

At present no other behavioral function 
can be associated with the multiple impulse- 
initiation sites of the HN cells studied 
here. There is, however, considerable in- 
direct evidence that the less accessible 
HN(5) cell has at least two impulse-initia- 
tion sites, which are alternately active in 
different behavioral states (2, 27). The evi- 
dence indicates that a switch in the impulse- 
initiation site of cell HN(5) leads to a switch 
in the heartbeat coordination (2, 27), and 
that “suppression” of one initiation site by 
the activity of another is an important 
factor in ensuring that only one initiation 
site is active at a time (2, 27). The results 
presented here thus form a basis on which 
further necessarily indirect experiments on 
the more behaviorally relevant multiple im- 
pulse-initiation sites of cell HN(5) may be 
designed. 
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